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l .  lntroduction

Many examples of distributed Autonomous Decentralized

Systems (ADS) can be found in nature. Animal as insect societies

provide us a vast number of self-organization patterns as

observed in the behavior of bee and ant societies. These phenom-

ena's can be also met in the human society. For instance, we can

see emergent mechanisms in economic markets or politics,

which are ruled by the local behavior of their individual partici-

pantst). Another fascinating example of distributed ADS

application is the self-organization of the human body itself, as the

neural network organization of human brain.

To analyze the concept of distributed ADS, we have to consid-

er that a global system can be composed by a very large number of

units, each unit being able to:

. decide its actions by itself in communication with its local

neighbors (autonomous systems),

o have its own integrated intelligent, that it does not require a

central control unit (decenl.ralized systems),

o well divided up so as to allow good functionality of the glob-

al system (distributed systems).

Distributed ADS in MEMS technology

Using Micro Elecffo Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology,

it is possible to fabricate micro actuators with dimensions of 5 to

100 pm, and to integrate them with sensors and circuitry. Besides

the miniaturization,MEMs technology allows batch fabrication of

identical devices on a planar subsffate, which reduces assembly to

a minimum. This technology is perfect for distributed ADS, that

can be called in that case distributed Autonomous Decentralized

MEMS (ADM), and recent studies have been investigating this

potential.

Micro-flaps all over an aircraft wing would allow roll maneu-

vers, and if combined with twbulence sensors could help to reduce
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Fig. 1: Structure of distributed ADM device

dragt). Other research is developing an artificial retina, which com-

bines CCD elements and preprocessing operations like edge

detection on-chip3). Object ffansfer by belt conveyor and robot

manipulator is also usually applied with distributed ADM.

Figure 1 present a general structure of distributed ADM,

which is based on a multiplicity of cells commutating between

each others.In technology, each cell is a micromachining device

composed by a micro actuator, a micro sensor and a micro

processor with its treatment interface to ffeat measured and con-

trolled values, as shows by the ADM cell schematic of the figure

l. Communication between all cells is made possible by a simple

external bus. Finally, the architecture of the ADM cells can be

developed in MEMS technology associating microelectronic

component. Each distributed ADM device is defined with its

boundaries in anticipation of future connections.

Micro manipulation based on distributed ADM

As referred previously, distributed ADM, just as distributed

ADS besides, can be exploited in field of micro or macro manip-

ulation scale. In robotics, we use general terms of "disffibuted

manipulation systems" which can induce motion on objects

through the application of force at many points of contacta't). This

approach offers new possibilities with many advantages as well as

in macro than in micro scale, that can be given by:

o many small inexpensive mechanisms can move and transport

large heavy objects (in regard from scale),
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Fig.2: Conceptual picture of distributed manipulation

o parallelize can enhance flexibility of manipulation,

o it can save space,

o if one component breaks, the other components can com-

pensate for the failure.

The conceptual picture of the figure 2 shows a macro manipu-

lation example of one person conveyed over a crowd by masses of

people. Each people of the crowd can be compared to an

autonomous decentralized system well distributed to carry out the

manipulation.

Distributed manipulation has drawn attention in several recent

studies, particularly in the micro scale area. They do not follow the

principle of providing one micro actuator for one degree of free-

dom of the manipulated micro tool or micro object.

However, to design micro conveyance systems, we have to take

into account functions such as recognition, conveyance, and

positioning of a micro object. There are key devices to handle

small objects in the microscopic world. To realize such intelligent

functions without external control, we have proposed to perform

cooperative operation of distibuted ADM in the same device. The

Smart MEMS design approach, which will be presented hereafter,

is proposed to achieve such complex technical development.

This research in field of distributed ADM fabrication was the

subject of many studies those ten last years within Pr. Fujita lab-

oratory belonging both CIRMM/IIS and LIMMSICNRS-IIS of The

University of Tokyo6). We present here recent researches in this

field, introducing principles and conception of a pneumatic

mipro conveyance based on distributed ADM actuator.

2. Distributed MEMS actuator concept for pneumatic

micro conveyance

Several structures of distributed MEMS actuators have been

developed in the field recently. We can list main significant

researches such as Atalm et. al and Suh et. a/, presenting micro cil-

iar motion systemsT'8), Naknzawa who showed a magnetically

driven micro conveyort) , Boringer et. aI using a micro vibration

mechanismto), ffid finally, Pister et. al, Konishi et. aI, and

Guenat et. alwho proposed a pneumatic air flow for micro actua-

(!) t{o conFol ofthe lcttrbr (b) Contll on th€ dgm ofth€ ac{ilatorsnooEe

Fig. 3: Principle of the air-flow micro actuator.

.  1 l - 1 3 )tors

These last developments with a pneumatic approach mainly

keep us attention. Indeed, pneumatic micro conveyance systems

have a lot of advantages such as: l) no friction problem, 2) no par

ticle generation, 3) generation of force large enough to convey

micro objects.

From 1999, within LIMMS/CNRS-IIS and Pr. Fujita laboratory,

the concept of micro conveyance system based on distributed air-

flow micro actuators was studied, as presented hereafter.

PRINCIPLES OF THE AIR-FLOW MICRO-ACTUATORS

Cooperation of many MEMS actuators makes it possible to con-

vey a micro object relatively larger than each micro actuator

component. The proposed micro conveyance system is com-

posed of the array of MEMS actuators, which can regulate not

only the on/off motion but also the direction of air-flow.

Figure 3 illustrates the cross-sectional structure of the MEMS

actuator and principle of controlling air-flow. The MEMS actuator

is composed of two silicon substrates. The top substrate has a

through-hole for air-flow. The bottom substrate has a movable part

with suspension beams electrodes that works as a nonnally-close

valve. When the movable part is driven toward the left, the right-

hand side hole of the movable part opens to eject the air to the left

(Fig. 3a * Fig. 3b).

Moreover, one of the critical issues of the air-flow conveyance

system is durability of micro structures. By the bulk microma-

chining technique, we have developed a robust MEMS

actuator-array whose fragile moving parts are hidden under the

protective bulk silicon structures.

REALISATION OF A ONE.DIMENSIONAL PNEU-

MATIQUE MICRO CONVEYANCE SYSTEM

A first one-dimensional prototype of the pneumatic micro

conveyance system by bulk micromachining technology was

achieved in 2000 by Arai et. al'o).

Its dimension is 13 mm X 13 mm and it has an array of 169

micro actuators. A direct bonding fabrication method of the air-

flow micro actuators was used that has significant role to make

dual subsffates structure. Almost all the micro actuators have been

successfully released, because recess on the back surface of

movable pattern before wafer bonding process makes it possible to

use dry etching process instead of wet sacrificial layer etching

process at the releasing procedurett.
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Figure 4 shows expeHFnental resultso We observed one― way

modon of the placed otteCt due to the slight inclination of the

micro conveyor surface(less than o。 1%;the upper― side of the

micЮ  conveyor was higherthan the lower―side in Fig。4).Wc uSed

ai■■ow ofup―hill direction to convey a lllucro o可ect.

A silicon chip of 2。 lmm× 4,lmm(～ 4mg weight)waS

placed on the upper―side ofthe conveyer(Fig.4a).By applying a

17 kPa air pressure(nitrOgen gas)withOut using the nozzle micro

actuators,the micЮ o可eCt Was found to be lifted up and moved to

the lower―side by 8mm in approximately ls(Fig。4a→ Fig.4b).

Subsequently,ali nozzle actuators were operated by applying 150

V  t o  m a k e  u p p e r―d i r e c t i o n  a g a i n ( F i g。術 → F i g。4 c ) .

3.2D micro conveyance Design by contro‖ ed distributed

MEMS

From 2001,previous researches have been continuing by I

F“勧協,within Ptt Fz」iiれL7bο“"ry.XF“ 勧如cttm〕d outatwo―

dimensional lnicЮ conveyance prototype,by flrst optilmzing the

fabrication process of the distributed M]EMS actuators and after―

ward  developing  an  appropriate  technique  to  control

M E M S―a r r a y s 1 6 ) .

FABR:CAT10N PROCESS OF AN ARRAY OF A!R‐ FLOW

MEMS ACTUATOR

Micro actuators fabrication process

ne way we prOceeded to fabricate a simple lnicro actuator is

!ヽ h e  W a y  w e  f o l l o w e d  f o r  M E M S¨田 a y s .

Thus,an SC)I wafer which has 100′ an thick SC)I layer,2 μm

thick BOX layer and 100 1ιm thick silicon base substrate was used.

Figure 5 presents fabrication process steps of the two―dimension―

al IIllcro conveyance system.Firstly,the alr channels were made at

the silicon base substrate by the Deep RIE(Reactive lon

Etching)proCess with photo r̈esist mask(Fig。5a).

Secondly the SOI layer was patterned into the lnicro actuators

by the Deep RIE process with photo―resist mask(Fig.5b)。Then,

the smcture was oxidized to make silicon oxide layer on the sllr―

face of structure(Fig.5c)。 SubSequently,the actuators were

released by sa∝10Cial layer(BOX layer)etChing(Fig.5d)。 At this

releasing procedure,XF“ た“れproposed to use the vapor HF tech―

nique,where vapor of hydro■ uoric acid(HF)had signincant role

(0:OXidalon for lnsulatorlayer
making

m瀾 鰈
↑↑↑↑遡 ↑↑↑↑R I E

(g):S02remOVhg by RIE
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Fig. 6: Experimental results of micro actuator motion

to avoid a sticking problem andrcalizefreestanding sffucturesl7).

At the same time, the silicon oxide layer on the surface of the

structure, in particular of the suspensions, was removed and it

made possible to reduce the spring constant of the suspensions to

realize lower driving voltage (Fig. 5e). After the releasing proce-

dure, the structures were oxidized again in order to ensure

electrical isolation between voltage supply pads and ground pads

(Fig. 50. Then silicon oxide layer on the surface of electrical con-

tact pads was removed by RIE process (Fig. 5g). Finally, the

structure was mounted on a printed circuit board and electrically

connected by wire bonding process (Fig. 5h).

Array of micro valve-actuators functionality
Figure 6 shows an array of the micro valve-actuators realized by

our fabrication process.

Almost all of the actuators have been successfully driven by

elecffostatic force. By using the pull-in effect of the electric volt-

age of 90 V, we have realized 15 pm displacement (the designed

value). The system has .x direction and y direction micro actuators,

which makes two-dimensional motion of the conveyance.

DESIGN OF A TWO.DIMENSIONAL MICRO CON.

VEYANCE DEVICE
In order to realize more complex tasks of conveyance with

many MEMS actuators, Y. Fukuta proposed to extend the previous

work by developing a two-dimensional micro actuator affay,
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Fig. 7: MEMS actuator distributed structure
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Fig. 8: Distributed micro conveyance system images

which has 560 MEMS actuators in a 35 mm X 35 mm convevance

area16).

Two-dimensional micro conveyance design

The choice of the MEMS actuator distributed structure

requires a particularly attention to achieve successfully the two-

dimensional control motion. In a first approach, the distributed

strucfure presented in the figure 7 was developed. Micro actuators

arrays are well distributed to handle the micro object to converge

toward the system centero whatever its original position.

Figure 8 shows the 3D structure and image of each micro actu-

ator integrated into the distributed conveyance device. A basic cell

size is approximately 1mm X lmm. Size of the nozzle is

165 p,m X 590 ;rm. In the bottom substrate, a movable nozzle is

supported by suspension beams. Two electrodes for electrostatic

force are aligned next to the movable part and fixed to the top sub-

strate.

Movable nozzle moves left or right with the assistance of elec-

trostatic force. Electrical short-circuit problem is avoided thanks to

the stopper parts, where a movable nozzle stops before it is

brought into contact with the electrode.

Movable nozzle moves left or right with the assistance of elec-

frostatic force. Electrical short-circuit problem is avoided thanks to

the stopper parts, where a movable nozzle stops before it is

brought into contact with the electrode.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE MICRO CON.

VEYANCE DEVICE
Test bench set up

Figure 9 presents the test bench set up used to validate the two-

dimensional micro conveyance system.

A centralized control of each micro actuator array was per-

Fig.10: Experiment results of 2 D micro conveyance

formed by a simple program in C language developed from a PC.

The pneumatic micro conveyance device is assembled to a

mechanical adjustment system. Interface between PC confroller

and MEMS actuator elecffodes of device are carried out by 4 dri-

ver HV boards. Nitrogen gas was applied as an air-flow source.

Experimental results

Figure 10 shows conveyance experiment of two-dimensional

systems. The object is 2.1mm x 4.Imm x O.2mm in size, and

approximately 4mg weigh. Nitrogen gas of l7kPa was applied as

an air-flow source.

From obtained results, we can conclude to the feasibility of the

pneumatic micro conveyance by distributed air-flow micro actua-

tors.

Y.-A. Chapuis, a resident French CNRS researcher of

LIMMS/CNRS-11S, joined the project from November 2002 with-

in Pr. Fujita laboratory. Cooperating with Y. Fukuta, they

proposed new improvements based on different distributed struc-

tures of the micro conveyance device or functionality conditions as

pulsed air control. These developments are now under investiga-

tion.

4.Micro  manipulation  by  distributed  Autonomous

Decentralized MEMS

SMART  MEMS

APPROACH

DES:GN  AND  FABR:CAT10N

Figure l1a schematically illustrates the micro conveyance sys-

tem based on the distributed ADM. also called Smart MEMS. It is

Fig. 9: Test bench of the micro conveyance system
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Fig. 11: Smart MEMS design approach

an affay of micro cells, which consists of micro actuators, micro

sensors, and micro processors. The cell work autonomously and

cooperate each other to realize complex tasks. The micro actuators

generate force to convey micro objects, micro sensors and micro

processors control the system. The cells perform also the cooper-

ation operation and work as a distributed system to recognize of a

micro object.

This research had been made in respective part by VJ.

Kohlbecker and X Mita within both Pr. Fujita Laboratory and

LIMMSICNRS-I/S of The University of Tokyo associated at the

IEMN,Lille, Francett'tn).

In the frame of this research work, we propose a 3D integration

approach by wafer-bonding process to design and fabrication the

Smart MEMS device, as shown in the figure 11b.

This fabrication mode allows to combine the developed

MEMS actuators structure with a CMOS chip based on adapted

optical micro sensors (pixels) and micro processors. A first ASIC

prototype, composed of 49 cells, was already carried out by

0.8;rm-rule CMOS fabrication process and is20).

Besides, a third wafer-bonding integrating High Voltage

Divers must also be inserted between the two previous in order to

drive MEMS actuators, which require at least 90 V confrol supply.

CONTROL METHOD TO REALIZE 2D CONVEYANCE BY

MICRO ACTUATOR ARRAY

Gontrol method concept

In some previous works, control methods to handle the devel-

oped micro conveyance device have been already achievedl6).It

has proposed using a cooperative function of arrayed micro actu-

ators to handle an object relatively larger than the actuator

' 
1; ;:^"M ce' .." J"'J*:';"

component.

In this system, we first iurange the micro actuator array to direct

their pointing vectors to a place in the system, to which an object

is transferred (Fig.12a*Fig.l2b). As the reference position

given to the actuator array is moved, the micro actuators organize

themselves to carry the micro object toward its final destination

(Fig.l2b - Fig.l2c).

This control method is prospected to have following character-

istics: 1) summation of forces by many actuators makes a large

power, 2) since every force is directed to the center of the con-

veyed micro object; the object will keep its position and be robust

to disturbance.

Gontrol strategy proposal

A conffol strategy of the distributed ADM device was proposed

by Y.-A.Chapuis in collaboration with L.Zhou, of University Louis

Pasteur of Strasbourg, France. This control strategy is based on a

micro conveyance system model of 25 ADM cells, as shown in the

figure 13.

The micro object model is given by a size of 2 x 2 cells. Model

of each ADM cell should respect the following features: l) the

ADM cell can identify an micro-object which crosses it,2) the

ADM cell has its own intelligence to decide and activate to move

an micro-object,3) the ADM cell can move the micro-object in 4

transversal direction around it by activating,4) the ADM cell can

communicate with its I neighbor cells and know position of the

micro-object and can activate them at distance,5) the ADM cell

has same neighborhood. Cell-MEMS at the edge of the device

model are connected with cell-MEMS at the other end.

Finally, we established five rules of control which will govern

any kind of conveyance situation, as follows:

. Rule,l: Direction choose bv the ADM cell should allow the

報

囀
ヽ
」
摯
、
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Fig 14:ADLI cell control stratcgy

micro―o可ect tO reducc χ or y longer distance with regard to

its destinadon,,

●R“ル2:Only ADM cells,which are crossed by thc micro…

0可eCt,are acivated.theirs remain inacivated,

●R“Jθ 3:Whatever thc position of ADM cells with regard to

thc destination,activated AE)M cclls should always act to

move the micro―o可eCt in same directton,

●R“ルイ: I n  c a s e  o f  c o n■i c t  b e t w e e n  R u l c s  l & 3 , p n o l■t y  w■1

be given to Rule 3,

●R“ル5:Once the micro…o可ect reached its destin試lon,the

ADM cell crosscd by the lmcro― o可eCt Should become

inactivated.

ne ngure 14 presents a four s̈teps lnicro conveyance example

applying control rules elaborated previously. As it have been

explained,cach ADM cells“uld takc acion to hold the micro

両 eCt tO itS destination

The control strategy model was validated by silnulation

(Altera,Quartus H)and tested on a FPGA soludon(Alte早 ,

EP20K200EFC484-2X).We Obtained a intcgration rate of hardly

2%,which is correSponded to approximatly 4000 1ogic cells.■leζe

o p t i m a l  r e s u l t s  a r e  g o o d  e n o u g h  t o  p r e v e n t  a  n e w  A S I C  d e s i g五t

The next stcp of this work will be to validate the control strate―

gy with the nlicro conveyance dcvice base on distributed ADM.

5。Oonclusion

MEMS technology was proposed for investigate in the fleld of

Autonomous Decentralized Systems and their applications.

Particularly,within thc PA Fz」iJ協滋bθ聞わり and in the frame of

翻 MS/CNRS― ZS,studies havc been made since rIIore than ten

years to develoP Autonomous Decentralized NllEMS,or Snlart

MEMS,for inicro llnanipulation.

Recentl二a pneumatic micro conveyance sys“m thtt consists of

an array of micro air―valvёs has been realized。枷 o―dimensional

conveyances have been already demonstrated on the aray of 560

mcro valves,for a small silicon chip,A control rnethod of the dis―

tributed systeins was also proposed and is still under

investigation in fleld of distributed cooperation and identiflcation.

The collaboration within the LIMMS/CNRS-IIS proves advan-

tages of this structure where both Japanese and French can

provide scientific support to the other part. It provided it until now

and will do i.t in the future, which is especially true to challenge

complex field as Autonomous Decentralized MEMS for micro

manipulation or for other innovate applications
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